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Hello again friends.
Welcome to your February portion of Cloudhopping and
all that is occurring within our world. In this month’s
newsletter we have news from Adams Balloons in the USA
who have just perfected their collapsible basket . I drop a
photographic hint as to where my next hopper is coming
from.
After my request on Facebook for more winter
themed photographs , we have a cracker for you from
Chateau D’oex from years ago. Not often I actually get
excited about things but this is an exception and I love it.
Here is what we have for you in this edition.
• Editors Speak – first photograph of my next hopper
and where it is coming from
• Chateau D’oex photo from 1989.
• Adams Balloons New Basket
• More Winter Alpine photographs
• The Converse All-Stars Hopper stunt
• Ax4 record for Hempleman-Adams
• Its competition time -with thanks to ICOM UK
• Temecula 4- its coming
Please send to me your items for inclusion in future
editions of the newsletter to the email address below
Steve Roake- Editor,
Email address: Steve.roake33@gmail.com
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1, Ed Speak- New Hopper time is so close.
Without flogging a dead horse, it is change time for me in my ballooning
activities and concentrating solely on hopping moving forward. This was a
relatively easy decision to take as I enjoy flying smaller balloons more and
wasn’t using my bigger steed. This has moved on to pastures new as has
the H-34 that I used to own and I can’t wait for the new replacement to
arrive. However, I will have to wait as I’ve agreed a delivery date of after
Easter and this fits nicely with my 2020 plans and its first outing in May.
Nothing wrong with any of that except you need patience lol.
Anyway, I thought I’d dangle a carrot in your direction with a tease shot
of the new beast.

Can’t give away too much at this stage LOL.
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So, there she is , kind of, Lol . As you can see it will be a very “quiet” colour
scheme and should pull a few memories for a number of you as it pays
homage to a great livery from the past. This is one of a couple of new
balloons I spoke about in the New balloon section in last months
magazine. With a level of detailing on the tank covers it should hopefully
look nice and from the crewing angle should be relatively easy to pick out
in the skies when being followed.
I have been writing about the whole process of buying a new
balloon from ordering to collection with all the blanks filled in between for
about the last 8 months, and once the envelope is delivered will publish
this article in the magazine which I hope you’ll find interesting as we follow
the process from when you place your deposit with the manufacturer to
when you take delivery with a level of detail I personally haven’t ever
seen written about anywhere else . The level of access afforded to me by
the manufacturer is unprecedented and so for this I thank them. I hope it
might answer some of those un answered questions you might have
about what’s the process ? and what happens next?
On a different subject, after an initially luke warm response to my
request for some Alpine photographs to get us in the mood for this time of
year, I’ve got a couple of corkers which really excite me. Thanks to those
who contributed to the cause and I hope again you see the splendour in
the photographs concerned. It’s not just the vibrancy of the colours
against the backdrop , it’s also the composition that makes them great in
my humble opinion.
I am currently fact finding for the chance to possibly put together
and event where we have a specific hopper only Alpine Meet .If this is
something that you can either contribute towards in terms of practical
help(i.e. you know of a suitable place , with local gas supply and nitrogen
with met forecasting available), or you’d like the idea of attending such
an event please feel free to contact me as I think this would be an
awesome thing to put together for the hopper community. May currently
be only a pipe-dream , but with some effort I think it could happen
annually and become a fixture on the calendar. Let’s hope so. My
idea is to invite two pilots in one hopper who would swap flying and
crewing duties so that the maximum number of people get to fly
possible. Steve Roake
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2, Essential Extras – alas, another blank month
Once again, the section that suffers most from feast or famine is in famine
Mode. Sometimes there just isn’t any crazy great ideas to pass on to you
For you to think about incorporating into your kits. Mind you if you think
of anything please let me know. Just send me an email with details.
3, The Features Section. –
Chateau D’oex photo from 1989

Recently I put out a request for seasonal photos from the Alps as its this
time of year that some of the most photogenic shots are taken and I
was taken back with this offering from Ian Pillinger. Not only is it
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taken at the prestigious Chateau D’oex Festival, it also embraces those
days when manufacturers used to take the full fleet to an event. Mark
Stelling used logic to deduce that it musrt have been from 1989 or later,
and Crispin Williams confirmed that budgets were massive for this event
back then. Chateau D’oex has always been “the must be seen at” festival
and Andy Booth confirmed that the photo contains both G-BPGJ T&C 31A
and G-BMKI T&C 21A. The 21 was later changed by Andy when the
bottom end by the Nomex was replaced in a slightly different scheme.

Another T&C Demo fleet day
Clearly this wasn’t the first time Thunder and Colt assembled their
fleet fr demo balloons . I believe the yellow versions was a later
year and the lack of snow is a shame but the effect is still
stunning.
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Adams New Basket.
Not very long ago , we brought you news about the new Adams balloons
“Ace”, which is a bespoke hopper sized envelope. Well it seems the guys
from Albuquerque New Mexico have added a basket to the
combination.

As you can see the design doesn’t deviate too far from other
Collapsible designs and Adam Richardson has confirmed that
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going forward they are looking to include some sort of small door for
easier entrance and exit from the basket.

No mention of what burner goes with the basket.
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The Converse All -Stars Hopper stunt
Throwback your minds to the early 90’s and marketing teams are looking
at ever imaginary ways of pushing a product to make the biggest impact
that the public will remember. Out there with one of the biggest splashes
was Converse the shoe brand who had a boot shaped Special balloon,
G-BUDN . Terrific as it was , it was also unwieldly as the thing was both
massive in size but also fairly hard to operate safely.
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Enter David Partridge who was the boss of Air to Air ballooning and a guy
who could think on his feet (no pun intended). He had persuaded
Converse who were predominantly aiming at the Youth Sports market to
buy a hopper to go along with the Boot SS. Enter G-CHUK, a very
oversized O-77 hopper that the brand wanted to do imaginary things with.
David pulled a number of crazy stunts for them including mountain biking
and jet skiing and a world record height Bunny Hop all utilising the
oversized Hopper set up. Hard to believe I know , but with thanks to Dan
Whitelock we have the evidence .

Water-skiing anyone ?
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Was there anything the man wasn’t prepared to do for his client ? Some
of the stunts look precariously dangerous ,even to a seasoned hopper
pilot.

Be honest – would you do this ?
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Probably the best of all the stunts was to take the “hopper” and do a
Bunny Hop .

Looking the part, David , in full disguise completes the task
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And the Jet ski ? Surely it couldn’t be true .Yup unfortunately it is true and
here is the man once again milking the pose in an action shot.

Normally, any stunt using a Cameron O-77 would be disregarded
from the subject matter of this medium , but in this case due to the
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abject bonkers nature of the stunts, and their novelty factor, and the
imagination of the man himself, I thought a bit of latitude was worthy in
this case. I hope you agree and once again many thanks to Dan
Whitelock who has certainly made me chuckle …only in the 90’s would
this have happened. Great Submission .If anyone else has similar please
get in touch with me.
It’s Competition Time
Well here is a first. Cloudhoppers is holding a competition with some really
nice goodies to win. With thanks to Ian Lockyer (Marketing Director) at
ICOM UK , we have three handsome prizes to distribute to the worthy
winners of this task.
Rules of the competition
1, What we need is one entry per person only .
2, Any winner will agree that their entry could be used by either
Cloudhoppers.org or ICOM UK for promotional purposes in the future.
3, All entries should be supplied via email to steve.roake33@gmail.com.
4, closing date for entries will be April 30th 2020.
5, winners will be contacted via email for their addresses for the prizes to
be sent to them directly from ICOM UK.
What is the competition?
We are looking for photographs that feature ICOM products in use whilst
using your hoppers . Anything considered with regard to action shots. The
best selections will be short listed for judging by Ian Lockyer himself who
will pick the winners.
We know this isn’t a subject that normally gets featured in photographs so
get out there and do your best.
I guess you all want to know what it is you can win. Well here is a
picture below and whilst most of the goodies are instantly
recognisable , I’m deliberately leaving a couple of bits as “secrets”
to surprise the winners.
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A feast of goodies from our sponsors for three lucky winners.
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Another Hempleman- Adams world record.
In the world of exploration and record breaking the name HemplemanAdams should ring bells. This is because David has been fairly prolific over
the years going to both poles via exploration or by flying. So, when you
hear of another world record for Hempleman-Adams, you could be
forgiven for being fairly blasé about David’s been out there and at it
again. You would be wrong big time in this case. On this occasion we are
talking about his daughter Alice who is following in her father’s footsteps
and pushing the boundaries of what has been set previously.
In Canada just recently, she has flown G-CLGY the UM H-31 to an
altitude of over 15,000 ft eclipsing the previous record held by Pauline
Baker who did hers in a 21K hopper. Congratulations to Alice who is
clearly following in the footsteps of her pioneering father.
When the balloon was registered , I contacted David who said it
was merely for fun flying (and never intimated there was an alternative
goal – which is understandable).He also never alluded that the envelope
was anything other than standard Ultramagic fare. It so happens that this
balloon is fitted with the renowned Eco fabric double skin which makes it
much more fuel efficient.
Whilst I contacted both Ultramagic and David for some comparison
of fuel utilisation in standard conditions (i.e. everyday flying ), clearly the
technical specialisation of the envelope helped achieve the record. Both
Ultramagic and David failed to return my emails.
However not to be put off and in a quest to get some comparison I
contacted the guru of Eco Fabric and discussed the parameters with
Pierrick Duvoisin. Whilst he wasn’t in full details of the record flight
parameters , as I said , I was looking to compare like for like on an
everyday basis. We came up with the following estimate . If a Cameron
O-31 with a big git like me at its controls, (I weigh 108kgs for reference), I
can easily achieve fuel flow of about 30 litres per hour. Pierrick suggested
that the Eco Fabric H-31 would be using between 6-8 litres per hour in
comparison such is its efficiency. Which to me is pretty amazing statistics
if true. This is the engineer in me wanting to know more LOL.
Once again congratulations to all concerned with this achievement
and the progression of a world record which has stood for some
time.
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G-CLGY The Eco Fabric UM H-31.
4, Homebuilding
Sadly, nothing currently to report in this section, except to pass on
everyone’s sympathies to Tim Wilkinson at Sackfield Airfield who recently
suffered an Arson attack on some of his premises. The act of vandalism
luckily didn’t set light to the balloon building room but got very close.
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5 Interesting Photos

G-ROBY Colt 17A dating from 1983.
Another amazing pair of photos submitted by Dan Whitelock, who said
that G-ROBY was here seen at the 1988 Bicentennial Australian Balloon
Challenge which went from Perth to Sydney.
The 1983 built Thunder and Colt 17A started life with Lighter than Air
limited who eventually became Virgin Airship and Balloon Limited . Not
much is known about the envelope in terms of how many hours it flew
and the last entry on the CAA website noted a re-registration in
1990 .Therefore its current status is unknown and potentially it
may still be stored somewhere.
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Note the “period” bottom end.
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6, New Allocations This Month / Changes of Ownership

An expected allocation to the UK register hasn’t happened this month
but I believe there will be possibly two next month if timings work out.
7, Second Hand Balloons

One stunning second hand balloon is up for sale. The Ultramagic H-42
G-CGFO is looking for a new owner .Having flown less than 12 hours total
time in eleven flights since 2017 the balloon envelope is still in great
condition. Owner Dave Such has priced her to sell at a very reasonable
£5995. If you are interested in purchasing something that will last for ages
then get in touch with Dave via the following , 07989 988082 (International
+44 7989 988082), email at davesuch@btinternet.com or send him a
Facebook message.

2017 built G-CGFO Um H-42.
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8, Manufacturer / Event News/ Industry News

Temecula 4
Calling All Hoppers and Hopperettes! Announcing the 4th Annual
Temecula International Easter Hop, with flights on 11 and 12 April. This is a
no-host, pay-your-own-way fun event, with emphasis on the FUN! We will
be meeting at South Coast Winery in Temecula at 6:00 AM both
mornings, and there will be tailgating after the flights.
We are expecting pilots from Southern California, Arizona, New
Mexico, Colorado and England, and the more the merrier!
Accommodations are available nearby at several of the wineries, or
about 10 minutes away in Temecula itself. Feel free to contact me if you
have any questions, and comment below or contact me if you are
planning on attending.
Ernie Hartt Mobile number +1 858-525-3878 or find him via Facebook
7. Gallery Pages –
Your Editor’s choice of New and unusual topical balloons.
This month we focus on new , brand new . So new you can’t even
have one as yet , but they are most definitely coming and according to
the manufacturer , they are getting serious enquiries from Europe as well
as their domestic market. What on earth are you on about Steve? It has
to be the new Adams Ace hopper .
I’ve been following this story from its inception and talking directly to
Andy Richardson of Adams Balloons . It was my idea (hopefully going to
happen this year) to suggest to them to demonstrate this new hopper at
the up and coming Temecula Balloon Rally over Easter . I suggested that
a demonstration of the product, at the Tailgate party after we have all
flown would be a great way to introduce the product to some potential
customers and would give me a chance to see it myself with a view to
writing a review based on what I see.
So Now, it’s here , in the flesh and believe it or not , this particular
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example is for sale practically brand new for the ridiculously cheap price
of $5000 or £3900 (accepting exchange rates change). This is a $1000
saving on the price of a new one .
As far as I understand, the photo shown is of the second production
model with another (all orange one) being purchased by my friend Shane
Robinson. Adams have another two or three in build as we speak which
will be classified as “Stock Balloons” but whether or not they are this
cheap, is a conversation for you and Andy at Adams Balloons.
Obviously , as more come on stream , I will keep you up to speed with
the production. Definitely exciting times in Albuquerque.

$10,000 for a full kit anyone?
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A 38,000 cubic envelope for $5000(£3900)
Now let’s not sit upon ceremony here. In any shape form or
fashion, this is a steal ! Not only that , but the twelve-gore beast looks
flipping stunning too . If you want the whole kit with the basket and the
burners you are only talking $10,000 which strikes me as cheap flying
in comparison with alternative brands prices.
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A great choice for a Demo Scheme.
I was hoping to have more details on the whole Adams Ace Kit by time
of publishing but unfortunately Andy is so busy with production stuff our
time lines didn’t merge so hopefully more on this next month.
One question that keeps getting asked is how does this fit into the
Annex 1 category for the UK ? I don’t know the answer to that
one but will try to find out .
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Adams Ace Solo System all ready to go
So after a pretty Adams orientated issue I needed something to finish with
that is both photogenic and different. Thanks to my long term buddy Greg
Winker I have for you exactly that.
These two photographs were taken at the recent Valentines Day meet at
Steamboat Springs in Colorado and the night shot of the tethering is
simply superb .
As always, I can only thank everyone for your help in maintaining the
newsletter to the level it currently is and think in a quieter month
achieving some 27 pages isn’t too shabby.
Let’s hope as the weather improves (i.e. less flooding in the UK ), we
can maintain the excellent levels of communication and get some
more great content for you .
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Steamboat Springs on Valentines Day Colorado
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Facebook membership continues to rise with the current level of 1381
(correct to the 29th February), current and still rising(nearly1400). Let’s
hope this trend continues as the popularity of hopping embraces even
more people.
All articles for inclusion in future issues will be gratefully received by your
Editor a week before the end of each month please. Please forward them
to steve.roake33@gmail.com
Feedback good, bad or indifferent is always welcome.
Views aired by contributors may not be those of the Editor.
Safe and happy hopping! Steve Roake.
For all previous newsletters visit www.cloudhoppers.org/newsletters
© Cloudhoppers.org
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